
SIEGE TOWERS
As usual I’ve primed the figures in black followed with some grey and white zenithal highlights applied from above:

I’m first filling this ugly gap with some Mod Podge, before adding some Dark Earth basing paste to the base:

Next I’m providing a white dry brush (pulling the brush downwards) to sharpen the details, and I’m giving the 
flames a pure white undercoat:



I’m  now going to paint all of the metallic areas using Thrash Metal.  I 
might also use some Black Metal for some of the more shadowed areas, 

but this is pretty optional.

Here once again you can see me placing some light and shade with the 
two colours:

Here for the wheels you can see me 
applying the darker tone to the un-

derside:

And I’m now applying the lighter 
tone on the top:



Here I’m applying a second layer 
just to the shadowed side of this 

metal plate:

I’m now going to shade all of these 
metal areas with a roughly equal 
mix of Nuln Oil and Agrax Earth-

shade:

For the wood I’m using a 2:1 mix of 
Wyldwood and Gryph-Charger Grey 
for the darker areas, and Skeleton 
Horde for the lighter areas (gener-

ally nearer the top):



Here I’m applying the dark tone 
into some of the more prominant 

gaps:

And I’m now just using the darker 
tone to further darken places like 

the shadow beneath this ridge:

I’m now painting the ladder, keep-
ing it a bit lighter than the lower 
part of the tower so that it stands 

out:

Here on the top I’m creating a bit of a “vignette” by going dark for the 
corners and edges, but lighter in the middle:

Here I’m applying the darker tone 
to the lower half of the tower (leav-
ing the ladder for now as I’d like 

that to be a bit lighter):

And I’m now using Skeleton Horde 
for the upper portion, wet blending 

as I go:

And I’m doing the same for the rest 
of the tower:



I’m now going to play around with 
a little colour modulation by apply-

ing some thinned tones on top...

I also decided to add some streaks 
using neat Wyldwood:

I mainly used Plaguebearer Flesh where you can see it adds a nice bit of 
tonal variation to some of these planks:

I also tried a little Militarum Green 
and some Gryph-Charger Grey for 
some of the darker areas, although 
it doesn’t show as much.  Purple 

might also work well...

I’m also strengthening the dark lining around all of these raised elements:



Next I’m going to add some rusty weathering to the metalwork; you could 
use whatever reddish browns you like for this:

I’m now adding a light dry brush to 
the base...



  
You could use whatever yellow to orange gradient you like, and for the tips any kind of dark brown or off-black 

would be fine:

Next I’m painting the flames pretty quickly with the following 
tones:  

...followed with some Agrax Earth-
shade:

I’m now going to provide a few 
highlights to the wood using Buff:



I’m mostly focusing on these corners: And the top edges of these vertical 
planks:

For the banner I’m first providing a 
Black base then highlighting up to 

Graphene Gray:

We can also tap some highlights 
onto these braziers too:

I decided to go a little more intense 
for the edges near the flames by us-

ing some Light Yellow:



        

Here I’m adding the highlights:

I’m then drawing on a simple Eye of 
Sauron symbol using Deep Red, fol-
lowed with some highlights using 

Antares Red:



I’m just picking out some of these little rivets, and tapping a few highlights onto the edges of the wheels etc:

And I’m finishing the metal off with 
a few quick highlights using Speed 
Metal mixed with some Vanilla 

White (or Ivory):

I’m now returing to make sure the 
lining is as dark as it can be by using 

a mix of brown and black ink:
And I’m freely adding some grubby weathering to the edges:



I’m now finishing the towers off with some grass for the base and a coat 
of matte varnish!

We can also add some mud to the 
wheels etc using basing paste or 

something similar:





PAINT LIST

Black Metal (SC)
Thrash Metal (SC)

Nuln Oil (SC)
Agrax Earthshade (SC)

Wyldwood (GW)
Gryph-Charger Grey (GW)

Skeleton Horde (GW)
Plaguebearer Flesh (GW)

Militarum Green (GW)
Old Rust (SW)
Red Rust (SW)

Orange Rust (SW)
White (SC)

Tenere Yellow (SC)
Sol Yellow (SC)

Mars Orange (SC)
Petroleum Gray (SC)

Buff (VMC)
Light Yellow (VMC)

Black (SC)
Graphene Gray (SC)

Deep Red (SC)
Antares Red (SC)

Inktense Black (SC)
Inktense Brown (SC)

Speed Metal (SC)
Vanilla White (SC)

GW = Games Workshop, VMC = Vallejo Model Color, VGC = Vallejo Game Color, S = Schmincke, DR = Daler Rowney, 
SW = Secret Weapon


